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THE MISSION
To become the trail-blazer free press travel magazine of Greece, leader of the airport magazines
worldwide.
•

To cater the discerning audience of the upper-middle socioeconomic class an
objective, reliable and valuable blend of “where, how and when in travel”, constituting
an essential, indispensable read on the multidimensional experiences offered not only
by travelling, but also by Greece and its capital in particular.

POSITIVE
Without negative or yellow
press stories. Instead,
offering positive ways to
make a difference.

• To involve its potential reader both on a practical and an emotional level.
• To educate, inform and entertain its readers with its suggestions about all aspects of

Travel, travel lifestyle and culture.

2Board magazine, the official magazine of the Athens
International Airport, reflects its prestige, covering at the
same time, all the services and activities of AIA.
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2BOARD: THE PHILOSOPHY
THE LOGO

FREES
PRES

PRACTICAL
With clear information,
easily digestible and
obviously useful to the
readers.

The flag (name) has been chosen for its strong cohesion
to the concept of air travelling, as it clearly relegates to
passenger boarding, departure and voyage in general.
The logo’s graphic design recalls to mind one of the most
familiar travel semantics; the luggage check-in tag.

TARGET GROUP
25 – 44+, men and women, Greeks and foreigners, departing
from or arriving to Greece through AIA, meeters and
greeters, visitors as well as airport community members.
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THE STATEMENT
2BOARD magazine: a down to earth service-based magazine for people who live travel destinations, not just dream
about them.
• Originality, hospitality, info–quality: The “2board” magazine will seek nothing less than to
shape the conversation in Travelling, Art and Culture, Style, Design and Technology.
• Sharply intelligent and visually compelling, it addresses business and/or relaxing
upper class travellers who set trends and demand quality journalism, fresh design and
provocative ideas.
• Perceptive and flexible, it is the definitive source for those who make of travelling their
“quest” in life.

PASSIONATE
Publishing stories that excite,
avoiding to write stories about
topics with only mild interest.
Definately skipping things we
don’t care about.

• Its target being people who prefer to travel mainly independently, who appreciate
“character” and to whom getting to know new cultures and countries means a succession
of small, pleasing discoveries.
• Designed for discerning travellers not tourists – showcasing the finest, most authoritative
travel writing and photography, from Greece and the rest of the world.
• Exclusive rights to images and articles combined with the best Greek–produced travel
writing and photographs by renowned editors, stylists, photographers and illustrators, as
well as accurate information and important travel tips will arm this magazine with a unique
advantage for both readers and advertisers.
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ΤHE USP
• Four “thematic”, colour-coded issues, which represent
each season, with its trends and travel lifestyle mood,
reflecting simultaneously each issue’s main content.
• The de facto inherited prestige accompanying the
official magazine of the International Athens Airport, the
unique environment of “El. Venizelos” airport and its free
distribution to a multinational high consuming power
audience setting foot on the the grounds of the Athens
International Airport.

THE COVER
Special! Distinctive, abiding the principles of the season’s colour code, 2BOARD’s cover
showcases the power, inspiration and flexibility of the modern, avant-garde graphic design
rather than that of a photograph. Thus, the first impression, as well as the after-image
discern 2BOARD from all other magazines, sparing it from the “facelessness” of yet
another travel edition.

THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

PERSONAL
With a “been there, done that”
or “been there, seen that”
conversational tone, it covers all
aspect of each subject, proving
that we really experience
everything we write about.

1. Differentiation
2. Better, more easily understood editorial breakdown
3. Qualitative, ideal international-to-domestic content mix
4. Fresh graphic design and layout
5. Unique cover concept
6. Authoritative status and the unique environment of AIA
7. Free distribution in more than 70 exclusive stands,
strategically allocated inside the airport
8. International audience of high consuming power
9. Paper and printing of the highest quality
10. Average print run of more than 150.000 copies/issue
10 points of added value both for the reader and advertisers, contributing to an edition
of archived value - a magazine that is not discarded after a quick leaf-through, but is
treasured as a future reference tool.
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AIA

THE RED ISSUE

15 Y E A RS

APRIL – JUNE THE HOT ISSUE!
Red is hot and hot is new. The focus is on global trends and hot spots of the planet, new
hotels and resorts, new restaurants, hot bars and nightlife, technology and art. From the
latest of Athens scene, to red wine and bullfights, up to China and the Beijing Olympic
Games, they all constitute sources of passion and inspiration for the spring-to-summer
issue of the year.

IS SU E

No 3 4•J U L- SE P

2016

9 771790 068013

THE BLUE ISSUE

67

IS SUE

No 35•OC T- DEC

JULY – SEPTEMBER THE COOL ISSUE!
All shades of blue exert their vast sovereignty on summer. Either it is Aegean or sky’s
blue, this fascinating colour makes us seek for the sunny resorts of Cote d’ Azure
or the Cyclades island cluster. This issue’s core part is therefore dedicated to island
finding, blue-blood tales and ocean crossings, cool travelling clothes and gadgets,
featuring the Athenian Riviera, the beautiful Greek islands and the most beautiful
beaches of the world.

2016

9 771790 068013

2boardmagazine 35

THE GREEN ISSUE
OCTOBER – DECEMBER THE ECO CONSCIOUS ISSUE!
Green hotel Architecture & Design, eco-friendly resorts, low-emission cars, organic
foods. The tranquillity of the forest and the dark mystery of the jungle capture the
imagination, praising nature. An issue dedicated to a greener Greece and a greener,
magnificent planet worth living and exploring.
THE GREEN ISSU E

ATHENS INSIDER'S GUIDE: THE GREEN MAP OF THE CITY

ISSUE No 36•JAN - MAR 2017

9 771790 068013

THE BLACK & WHITE ISSUE
JANUARY – MARCH THE FESTIVE ISSUE!
White for the winter and the snow, Black for the festive mood and glamour. White for
the ski resorts’ slopes and the ski aficionados, Black for caviar. White for the exotic
sandy beaches of winter-break escapees and the bubbling champagne, Black tie for the
New Years’ Eve celebration around the world. The colour of innocence followed by its
opposite in the most sophisticated aspect, whether admiring the black giants of Meteora
or enjoying white Christmas in Saint Petersburg.
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EDITORIAL CONTENT BREAKDOWN
The 6 distinctive sections

LATITUDES
Overview of the world at a glance: Greece as never seen before, events not to be
missed, natural wonders worth of admiration. Ideas for weekends and short breaks,
travels with a certain subject: culinary and gourmet trips, shopping trips, adventures
and family travel. A fast briefing for each season, the season’ s best places to be.

BEST OF ATHENS
Cultural events, wining and dining, shopping, nightlife, city walks, hotels, all the top
choices for the Athens visitor. From the new hip shop windows and the real bargains,
up to the best kept secrets leading to the exploration of the culture of the Greek capital,
through the eyes of a native Athenian. Personalities and hidden treasures that preserve
the standards in art and the Greek creativity, waiting to be discovered, along with an
insight to the talk-of-the-town and in all, the best that Athens has to offer.

BUSINESS
Addressing mainly the business traveller, but also the travel industry, this section
features ratings, reviews and overviews of latest developments affecting the market.
Flights and airports, rental and limo services, new aircrafts and airline products,
airport lounges, brief city guides, as well as gadgets and high tech applications are
showcased along with expert analysts’ articles, industry news and success stories
and interviews of renowned personalities.

FREES
PRES

PERSUASIVE
With authoritative, well
researched information
supported by the knowledge
and prestige of expert one
can rely on, examining all the
options, checking the research
and giving its readers a definite,
motivational take on a subject.

MATERIAL WORLD
From shopping and design to culture and motoring, 2BOARD reveals the best in the
word shopping, the top restaurants, bars and luxury hotels, the most extraordinary
stores and sites; focuses also on the most enticing architecture, important art galleries
and performances, books and music suggestions, offering a complete cultural diary for
whatever important takes place in Greece. This section addresses all travellers who put
a premium on spending for quality and recognise the importance of elegance and style.

THE GLOBE
Sets your travelling agenda in Greece and the world, through experiential writing by
renowned journalists. Inside stories of both classic and alternative destinations, with
personal style focused on people and culture. Stories and narrations are animated by
travel photographers experienced in capturing moments and images of extreme beauty.

AIRPORT GUIDE
The AIA’s yellow pages containing all the valuable information concerning the services
and activities of the AIA, one of the most rapidly growing airports in Europe. A complete
index with everything the passengers of the “El. Venizelos” Airport need to know.
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LATITUDES - The world at a glance highlights the global character of the magazine

BEST OF ATHENS - The best concierge of the Greek capital

THE GLOBE - The main features section

AIA’S WORLD - Customized to the needs of the contemporary business traveller & the best ideas for the modern traveller
BUSINESS

MATERIAL WORLD

AIRPORT GUIDE - The complete guide of the AIA
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AIA: PASSENGERS STATISTICS**
AGE

14.500.000
passengers/year

*
EDUCATION

*Estimate of total passengers’ traffic for 2011

College/
University

300.000
business & first class

High School
None/Elementary

passengers/year

GENDER

5.000.000
Greeks

Μale
Female

ΕΘΝΙΚΟΤΗΤΕΣ ΕΠΙΒΑΤΩΝ

NATIONALITY

Ευρωπαίοι
Europeans
Έλληνες
Greeks

56%

Ευρωπαίοι
Έλληνες
ΗΠΑ Kαναδάς
Μέση Ανατολή
Νότιος Αμερική
Ασία Αυστραλία
Αφρικανοί

1.000.000
Americans

1% 2% 1%

33%

ΗΠΑ/ Kαναδάς
USA
Canada
Μέση Ανατολή
Middle
East
ΕΘΝΙΚΟΤΗΤΕΣ ΕΠΙΒΑΤΩΝ

8.500.000
Europeans

6% 1%

ΝότιοςAmerica
Αμερική
South
Ασία/Αυστραλία
Asia
Australia
Africans
Αφρικανοί

PURPOSE OF TRIP
Business reasons
Leisure
Visiting relatives
/ friends
Other personal reasons

**SOURCE : www.aia.gr, Athens International Airport Eleftherios Venizelos Official site (2007 data)
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THE DISTRIBUTION

400.000
copies/year
100.000+
copies/edition
14.500.000
potential readers/year
300.000
potential readers

business & first class
passengers*

Target group:
Men & Women,
25 - 44+,
Upper - Middle
Socio/economic class
* The number of business and first class passengers per year is included in the above
reported total number of potential readers per year.

2BOARD magazine: the official
free press magazine of the Athens
International Airport, a luxurious
publication of Identity Media,

70 exclusive spots
inside the airport area:
• Business & VIP Lounges**
• Gates
• Baggage reclaim area
• Info desks and
• Direct mail to opinion leaders
** In the business lounges of ΑΙΑ, which cater the flights of the following companies: Ada Air, Aeroflot,
Aerosvit, Air France, Air Malta, Air Moldova, Air Zena, Albanian Airlines, ALITALIA, Armavia, Austrian,
British Airways, Carpatair, Continental Airlines, CSA Czech Airlines, Cyprus Airways, Delta Air Lines,
Donbassaero Airlines, Egypt Air, EL AL, Emirates, Gulf Air, Hemus Air, JAT, KLM, KrasAir, LOT,
Lufthansa, Malev Airways, Middle East Airlines, Olympic Airlines, Qatar Airways, Royal Jordanian,
SAS, Saudi Arabian Airlines, Singapore Airlines, Swiss International Airlines, Syrian Arab Airlines,
TAROM, THAI Airways, Tunis Air, Turkish Airlines, US Air, Uzbekistan Airways

ΕDITORIAL CALENDAR
ΙSSUE

DATE

April-June

15 April 2016

July–Sept.

30 June 2016

Οct.–Dec.

20 October 2016

Jan.–March

22 December 2016

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
• Editions: 4 per year
• Language: Bilingual (Greek & English)
• Avg. print run: 150.000+ copies/issue
• 228 pages min. per issue
• Free Press, distribution in 70+ spots
inside the airport area

PRICE LIST 2017
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ADVERTISING RATES
TYPE OF ADVERTISEMENT
EURO
Full Page

7.500

Spread

12.500

PREMIUM POSITIONS

• For the first three (3) right pages that follow the premium positions,
the original charge is € 9.000.
• For the left pages, section openings, the original charge is € 9.000.
• For placements in the first third of the magazine there will be an extra
15% charge.
• The use of 5th colour in an advertisement induces extra charge of
€ 1.000.
• Advertisements of all sizes should provide a 5mm safety margin outside
the bleed crosses.
• Complimentary pages are charged with € 50 each.
• For two-color pages the charge is the fee of a four-color page minus 30%.

EURO

INSERTS

1st Spread

17.500

2nd Spread

16.000

3rd Spread

15.000

2 page

13.000

4th Spread

14.500

4 page

22.500

5th Spread

14.000

Next to Editorial page

10.000

• For the inserts, the advertiser will be charged with the labour costs.
• Inserts are necessarily accompanied by a full page advertisement of the

1st Content Page

10.000

same client, at a symbolic charge of € 2.500, which will be added to the
value of the insert.

2nd Content Page

9.000

Next to Masthead Page

9.000

Back Cover

18.500

Β’ Cover

11.500

C’ Cover

10.500

Opening Spread

20.000

EURO

• All other actions will be mutually decided.
COMMENTS:
* Inserts with more than one advertisers; should the magazine
accept the order, the rates of the inserts remain applicable, whilst
each advertiser is charged with the additional fee of the full page
advertisement.

* Malls: Provided the magazine accepts the order, the rates for the
inserts will apply with an accession of 100%.

DIMENSIONS

FULL PAGE

Trim (actual size): 21cm Χ 28cm
Bleed size: 22cm Χ 29cm

SPREAD

Trim (actual size): 42cm Χ 28cm
Bleed size: 43cm Χ 29cm
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CONTRACT TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. The Magazine reserves the right to cancel any advertising orders and reject any

10. The Advertiser and its Agency or Media Shop, if there be one, each declare

advertising copies at its sole and absolute discretion, at any time, regardless whether

that any advertising including product samples complies with all applicable laws

or not the later have already been acknowledged and previously published. In case

regulations and does not violate any right of, and is not harmful to, any person,

of such cancellation or rejection by the Magazine, advertisements which have already

corporation or other entity. The Advertiser and its Agency or Media Shop, if there be

been published shall be paid for at the rate that would apply if the entire order were

one, agree jointly and severally to indemnify and remedy the Magazine, employees

to be published.

and representatives, against all liability, loss, damage, and expense of any nature,

2. The Magazine reserves the right to decline the publication of advertisements, the

including attorneys’ fees, arising out of any actual or potential claims for libel,

content of which may be, according to the Magazine’s discretion, objectionable by its

invasion of privacy, copyright or trademark infringement, violation of any rights of

readers or by any other third party.

others and/or any other actual or potential claims or suits that may arise of out the

3. In case of an Advertiser’s, its Agency’s or Media shop’s cancellation of any portion

copying, printing, publishing, distribution or transmission of such advertisement.

of the advertising order or contract or failure to have published the specified number

11. If an order is placed by an Agency or Media Shop on behalf of the Advertiser,

of advertisements, any rate discount will be retroactively nullified and may result

such Agency or Media Shop warrants and affirms that it has full right and authority

in a short-rate. In such event, the Advertiser/Agency/Media Shop must reimburse

to place such order on behalf of Advertiser and that all legal obligations arising out

the Magazine for the short-rate (which is the difference between the rate charged

of the placement of the advertisement will be binding to both Advertiser and Agency.

on the contracted frequency and the higher rate based on the reduced frequency of

12. The advertiser and its Agency or Media Shop (depending on who is liable to

advertisements actually published) within 30 days of invoice therefore and Advertiser

be invoiced) authorizes the Magazine to tender any bill with respect to published

will thereafter pay for advertising at the open rate and according to the actual

advertisements, and such tender shall constitute at the same time due notice to

frequency of the advertisements.

Advertiser of the bill. The rights of 2BOARD shall in no way be affected by any dispute

4. Orders that contain rates that vary from the rates listed herein shall not be binding

or claim between Advertiser and Agency or Media Shop, if there be one.

to the Magazine and may be inserted and charged for at the actual schedule of rates.

13. The client agreed upon to be invoiced consents to reimburse the Magazine upon

5. Orders can only be accepted in writing, duly signed by the Advertiser or its Agency, if

attorneys’ fees and expenses arising out of the Magazine’s efforts to collect any

there be one. Advertisements that simulate editorial content must be clearly defined

unpaid charge or portion of the charge for any advertisement.

and labeled “ADVERTISEMENT” or “PROMOTION” or “PUBLI” or “ADVERTORIAL” or

14. The Advertiser and its Agency or Media Shop may not use any advertising space

“FOREIGN ADVERTISEMENT”.

either directly or indirectly for any business, organization, enterprise, product, or

6. Orders for advertising containing restrictions or specifying positions (facings),

service other than that provided by the Magazine, nor may Advertiser or Agency or

editorial adjacencies or other requirements may be accepted and inserted but such

Media Shop authorize any others to use any advertising space.

restrictions or specifications are at the magazine’s sole discretion. Requests for

15. Orders for premium pages (premium /special positions) are non-revocable. Option

specifying positions, if accepted, induce extra charges over agreed-upon rates, which

on premium positions that may have been offered to a client, must be exercised at

will be formed upon negotiations between the Magazine and the Advertiser, as the

least 30 days prior to the relevant issue’s closing date. If an order is not placed by

case may be.

such date, the above mentioned option automatically lapses.

7. In case of errors or omissions in advertisements, including those caused by force

16. Orders for all inside advertising entries are non-revocable 15 days prior to closing

majeure, the Magazine’s liability shall be limited to a refund of the amount paid for

date. Advertising inserts are non-revocable 30 days prior to the issue’s circulation

the specific space and shall not exceed the total amount paid to the Magazine for the

date. Should the Magazine agree to cancel an existing order, the Advertiser or

particular advertisement.

Agency or Media Shop, accordingly, will be responsible for the cost of any work

8. Inserts: An accurate facsimile of each furnished insert must be submitted

already performed or materials purchased on behalf of the client, including the cost

to the Magazine for review prior to the printing of the insert. The Magazine is not

of services, paper and/or printing regarding this particular order.

responsible for errors or omissions in furnished inserts or in their production quality.

17. Advertiser and Agency agree that all published advertisements may, according

Advertiser and/or Agency and/or Media shop shall be responsible for any additional

to the Magazine’s discretion , be included in all media, in which the issue containing

charges which will incur by the Magazine arising out of Advertiser and/or Agency’s

the advertisement is published, reproduced, distributed, displayed, performed, or

failure to deliver furnished inserts pursuant to the specifications mentioned here. In

transmitted, in whole or in part. The copyright in any advertisement created by the

the event of a non-publication of a furnished insert by the Magazine due to the above

magazine is owned by the later, and may not be used the by Advertiser or third parties

mentioned compliance failure, Advertiser and/or Agency shall remain liable for the

without the its prior written consent.

agreed upon cost.

18. Rates and units of space take effect with the first issue of every year. Announcement

9. All issues relating to advertising are governed by the Greek laws. Any action brought

of any change in rates will be made thirty (30) days in advance of the closing date for

between the Advertiser/Agent/Media shop and the Magazine must be brought in the

the first issue affected by such new rates. Orders for issues thereafter will be at the

courts of Athens; the parties consent to and acknowledge the jurisdiction of such

standing rates.

courts as exclusive.

19. Discount to the Advertisers may not exceed 28% on the applicable rate card,
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according to the frequency of the advertising programs, the number of the

duties or other charges imposed on advertisements in the periodical press and the

advertisements, the duration of the collaboration, the agreed upon terms of payment

Magazine.

and other factors that may be taken into consideration by the magazine’s Publishing

25. The foregoing terms and conditions shall govern the relationship between the

Company at the overall evaluation of the association with the client. In particular:

Magazine and the Advertiser and/or Agency or Media Shop. The Magazine has not

A) For Advertisers that maintain advertising contract with the Magazine and

made any representations to the Advertiser or Agency or Media Shop that are not

which contract extends to the placing of advertisements in four sequential issues

contained herein. Unless expressly agreed to in writing by the Magazine, no other

(full calendar contract), the Magazine will charge 40 euros for the last (fourth)

terms or conditions in contracts, orders, copy, instruction, or otherwise will be

advertisement (the “3+1” advertising program). For such advertising programs, the

binding on the Magazine.

Magazine will offer to the Advertiser a discount of up to 28% on the rate card. B) For
Advertisers that maintain advertising contract with the Magazine and which contract

IMPORTANT NOTES

extends to the placing of advertisements in eight sequential issues (two–year full
calendar contract), the Magazine will place the fourth and eight advertisements

Α. Creative material should be send to the Magazine at the following address:

with a sole charge of 40 euros each (the “3+1 & 3+1” advertising program). For such
advertising programs, the Magazine will offer to the Advertiser a discount up to 32%

IDENTITY MEDIA

on the rate card applicable in each year.

Custom & Corporate Publishing - Advertising Department

For the above mentioned cases, the Magazine reserves the right to decline entering
into such contract with an Advertiser and its Agency or Media Shop.
20. If advertisements are not placed at the premium pages of the magazine, the
publishing company reserves the right to cover them with advertisements placed

2BOARD Magazine
50, Psaron St., 153 43 Athens
Tel: (+30) 210 6106187-188
Β. Creative material should be sent to the Magazine in secured packages to prevent

at the content pages. In case of cancellation of planned content or advertisement,

damages. A proof should be included in the same package. Color deviations of up to

the magazine reserves the right to offer special discount up to 99% to attract

10% from proof should be considered acceptable. In case of digital proofs (IRIS), color

advertisements.

deviations may exceed 10%.

21. The Magazine reserves the right to change its pricing and discounting policy at
any time.

C. Creative material will be safe kept by the Magazine for up to ten (10) days after the

22. For advertisements of organizations, societies and other entities that are involved

publication of an issue and digital files for a period of up to thirty (30) days. Following

in social, cultural or non profit activities (e.g. museums, concerts, performances,

these dates, the Magazine reserves the right to dispose of such material and/or

contests, sports events etc.), the Magazine reserves the right at its absolute discretion

digital files.

to place such advertisements for free or at a discount of up to 99%, provided the
availability of space.
23. Terms of payment:
- Cash payment due thirty (30) days from date of invoice. Cash payments are eligible
for further cash discount up to 4% on the amount of invoice. In case that such discount
is granted and payment is not effected within 30 days from the date of invoice, the
Magazine reserves the right to issue an additional invoice to reflect the cash discount
already given.
- Payment on credit can be agreed between the Magazine and the Client, but need to
be secured by way of assignment of post dated checks of the Client or third party and
which checks cannot have an expiration date of more than six months from the date

ÓÔÏÉ×ÅÉÁ ÅÐÉÊÏÉÍÙÍÉÁÓ
EDITORIAL
Information: info@identitymedia.gr
Editor in Chief: Petros Bourovilis
bourovilis@identitymedia.gr
Editorial Coordination: Ira Sinigalia
sinigalia@identitymedia.gr

of the relevant invoice. These checks must be drawn from an (acknowledged) first
class bank and be delivered to the Magazine no later than ten (10) days after the date
of invoice. It is at the Magazine’s sole and absolute discretion to accept payments on
credit. However, in case of payment on credit, the amount of VAT of each invoice must
be paid within thirty (30) days from the date of invoice by the client.
- Interest will be charged at rate of 1.5% per month on past due balances. The
signatories acknowledge this interest as justifiable and consent to it unconditionally.
24.

Advertiser and/or its Agency or Media Shop are responsible for all taxes,

ADVERTISING SALES
Identity Media
Sales Support: Anthi Mirmigianni
mirmigianni@identitymedia.gr
Τel. (+30) 210 6106187-188

GET IN TOUCH WITH THE WORLD!
PRINT

&D I G I T A L

EN

H-G
GLIS

REEK

2013

29

go, Shopping, go!

30

Print edition

180

28

come on baby
light my fire
We've been coming to
Αlemagou beach bar
restaurant for so long, it
can hardly be classified
as "new entry". But like
a lover always finding
a way to relight an old
flame, our favourite
hangout with the holistic
concept and the laid-

pages with

TRAVEL EVENTS / GLOBAL VIEWS / ATHENS INSIDERS GUIDE /
CULTURE / STYLE & SHOPPING / FUTURE DESIGN / BUSINESS NEWS /
TASTE FRONT / TRENDSETTERS / HOTELS AROUND THE WORLD

REGISTER NOW FOR FREE AT DIGITAL KIOSK

back atmosphere, sets
the fire and awaits us for
a new dining experience.
that also involves
burning coals and
barbeque straight on the
sands of the beautiful,
primitive Ftelia beach.
Note that you can also
arrange for a private
dinner party, where your
menu of preference will
be grilled to perfection
right in front of your
eyes. And suddenly, we
fell in love with the place
all over again. (FTELIA,
TEL: +30 22890 71339).

even if you are not a
guest at the Mykonos
Ammos Hotel, it really is
worthwhile to swing by the
recently arrived Go Ammos
boutique. Stock up on your
gypsetter essentials with
silk caftans, flowing and
airy dresses, as well as
bags, sandals, hats and
scarves to add the finishing
touches to your most
elegant outfits. Go for the
necklaces by Greek brand
Klaidra - gorgeous pieces
of statement jewellery.
(MyKoNoS AMMoS Hotel,
tel: +30 2289 022600).

So AttrActive
If the hippie chic crowd needed more motivation to come to
Mykonos, then this should definitely be enough. The new
Attrattivo store made its appearance in Chora, proving that
the island really is a multi-style destination, and much more
as the latest arrival encourages a more bohemian outfit
philosophy. How many times have we been searching for
the perfect outfit with flowing lines and comfortable patterns,
only to be bitterly disappointed? Or looking around for urban
style and elegant appearances from the dynamic attr@ttivo
collection or the classy A.L.E. line? How many times have we
tried to stylistically connect with the Island of the Winds? Well,
this summer, we know exactly where and how. (52 KOuzI
GEOrGOuLI ST., FAnArI, TEL: +30 22890 77270).

iOS +

Android

Digital editions
¶ FOR PC & MAC
· FOR TABLET, IPAD & ANDROID
¸ FOR ANY MOBILE, iPHONE &
ANDROID SMARTPHONE

